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4 Claims. (Cl. 1.97-22)
used according to my invention, I have attempted
to purposely avoid any excess or surplusage in the
equipment, and additionally endeavored to make
use of all devices necessary for the proper oper
ation. Of the typewriter in a form which is as
5
simple as possible. By this I attain greatest
cording to my invention, firstly by specific co Safety
of operation without weakening any of
operation of the type actuating members and
secondly, by supplementing the construction to the parts of the typewriter.
According to my invention the bearings for the
operate according to novel principles.
The small or portable typewriters so, far on the type-levers are arranged in the known manner 0
market are too heavy for travelling purposes, inclined towards the rear, while the type-levers
both as regards their general construction as are so mounted in their bearings that the outer
well as regards their size and weight; in addition most tips of said levers in condition of rest are
to this, the known portable typewriters must be positioned about flush with the upper edge of the
carried in a container Specifically designed for platen. In the present case the angular posi 15
tion of the middle type-lever in condition of rest,
this purpose.
In Order to more fully meet the requirements measured towards the rear from a line passing
connected with the construction of an easily perpendicularly through the bearing point of
portable or travelling typewriter it is necessary the type-lever, is approximately the same as in
20: to pay regard to the aforementioned conditions Operative condition of Said lever after for Ward 20
motion thereof. The Several parts properly co
in a far greater measure than has heretofore Operate
furthermore in such a manner that the
been done in practice
For the purpose in view the dimensions of the upper edge of the platen and the types in condi
typewriter and its parts must be kept so Small, tion of rest are positioned underneath a plane
This invention relates to typewriters and more
especially to Small, So-called portable typeWrit
ers, and has for its general object to devise a
portable typewriter of smallest height and most
compact construction. This is accomplished a,c-

is that it may conveniently be carried in a small
travelling bag, portfolio or the like and, accord
ingly, the weight of the typewriter must be quite
considerably reduced, as compared with hereto
fore constructed portable typewriters. If it is
: desired, for instance, to construct a portable type
writer for use in schools, the construction must
be of extreme compactness permitting the school
children to conveniently carry the typewriter.
with them in a school-knapsack or the like, with
3. 5 out imposing on the child an excessive strain
due to the weight of the typewriter.
The efforts which have so far been made by
manufacturers with a view of constructing port
able typewriters have more and more lost sight
40 of the underlying principles that ensure proper

parallel to the base plane and passing through

the uppermost rows of keys, the height of the
four-row keyboard being thus kept smaller than
had heretofore been possible in known construc
tion of typewriters.

25

In order to attain this, the keys, the intermedi 30
ary levers and the type-levers are arranged and
Constructed in Such a compact manner that after
operating the keys and imparting motion to the
type-levers, the intermediary levers will partly
move into that Space, or at least into proximity 35
of that Space, which had just been left by the
type-levers. For this purpose it is further neces
Sary to arrange the intermediary levers in the

plane of the swing of the type-levers or in a plane
closely parallel thereto. In consequence of the
portability and in fact have rather followed the Special arrangement of the bearings for the in

40

opposite way in attempts of accommodating the termediary levers within a plane which is inclined
several parts to the requirements present in the at a quite definite Critical angle as well as by rea
of the clear and simple construction all
operation and attendance of large office type Son
writers. Regarding its very quality and propriety forces tending to displace or distort any of the 45

as a portable machine, especially for travelling members of the type-lever operating mechanism
are only very little different from the pressure
exerted upon the middle keys. This pressure is
its value, and its weight as well as its price has from
30 to 40% smaller than in all heretofore
been steadily increased, so that the “portables'
of the present day do no more serve the purpose. constructed typewriters and, accordingly, the 50
for which they had originally been intended, with wear of all parts of the type-lever operating
the result that they have failed to find their way mechanism will likewise be from 30 to 40%
just to those classes of purchasers primarily com Smaller than in known constructions; in addition
ing into question.
to this, Said mechanism evidently may be more
As far as novel principles of construction are easily Operated. Due to the co-operation of the 55

purposes, the typewriter has thus essentially lost

2
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aforementioned novel features it will further be
possible to construct the typewriter in an ex
tremely compact manner and of a size which is
as-Small as possible.
My invention is more fully explained in the ac

companying drawings, FigS. 1 to 10 being explana

pleted type-lever and key-lever mechanism may

be put together separately and outside of the type
Writer frame. An example of an arrangement of
this kind is shown in Fig. 12, according to which
the bearing 2 for the type-levers, the bearing 2
for the intermediary levers and the bearing 4 for

tory diagrams and Figs. 11 and 12 a section and the key-levers is combined into a unitary struc
O

top-view, respectively, of a typewriter constructed ture. In this unitary bearing structure all indi
according to my present invention.
Vidual parts of the type-lever operating mecha
Referring first to Figs. 11 and 12, within the nism, such as the type-levers 4, the connecting
casing

is mounted the bearing 2 for the type

levers, said bearing being inclined in known man

5

20

25

0

member 9, the intermediary levers 7, the connect
ing rods or wires 0, the key-levers and, for in

ner to the platen 3. The type-lever 4 with the stance, also the feed-bridge 3 may be fully as
type 5 thereon is mounted Swingably round the Sembled outside of the usual frame. By inserting
axle 6 for said type-lever. An intermediary lever the Separately assembled type-lever operating
7 mounted swingably round the axle 8 is in opera mechanism into the typewriter frame which had
tive connection with the type-lever and the key likewise been separately equipped with the re
lever appertaining thereto by way of the con maining Operating mechanisms, the typewriter
necting rod 0. Owing to the inclined arrange
ment of the bearing 2 for the type-levers the point

Will now be completely assembled and in condi

types on said outer type-levers must be positioned

ened as compared with typewriters of ordinary

tion ready for use. By constructing the typewriter
of rest of the outer type-levers 4 is positioned in the above indicated manner the time necessary
higher than that of the middle type-lever. The for the assembling will be quite considerably short

underneath the line A-B, as the total height of

In this manner the type-lever and
the typewriter shall not exceed a definite value; construction.
key-lever mechanism may be conveniently ex

these levers are therefore inclined towards the

rear Somewhat more than the middle type-levers
and, accordingly, when depressing the key-lever,

5

20

25

changed at any time and furthermore a low
priced and extremely compact construction is ob

tained with a fully normal high-grade typewriter,
must be moved a greater distance than the middle the construction being, in addition, of the greatest
levers. All other individual type-lever operating possible mechanical strength and stability.
members forming part of the type-writer are not
Regarding the mathematical calculation of the
Specifically designated as they are not necessary bearings
for the intermediary levers in relation
for explaining the gist of my invention.
to the Segment bearing for the type-levers the foll
In
general,
the
intermediary
levers
of
the
type
lowing may serve as an explanation.
35.
Writer are also mounted on an horizontal axle,
Referring to Fig. 1 it may be assumed that the
if the bearing for the type-levers, as in the present two axle-bearings for the movable type-levers
case, is inclined to the platen, the outer type and the intermediary levers are concentrical cir
30

30

35

levers thus coming into a more elevated position.
AS all individual type-lever operating members
according to my invention must comply with the

cular arcs with their center-point at O and radii
OO1=r and OO2=r--d. The plane in which the
bearing for the type-levers is positioned is now. 40
requirement of a flat and compact construction of raised through the line OE which is perpendicular
typewriter, the intermediary levers 7 are also to OO1, through the angle oi. The center-point
mounted in a bearing which, similarly to the type M of the bearing for the type-levers will now be
lever
bearing 2, is inclined towards the platen 3 that point of the plane above which all types hit
45 at a definite
critical angle, a mathematical cal against the platen. The greater the angle or and
culation being given hereinbelow for determining the greater MO1=OO1=r, the greater will be the
this angle. The slots in which the type-levers and height of the typewriter.
intermediary levers move are preferably posi
With the sectional plane MO102D the slots in
50 tioned within the same or a parallel plane for each the segment bearing at O1 and in the bearing for 50
pair of levers, so that the middle pair of levers the intermediary levers will exactly fit each
will be moved within vertical planes, while the other. However, if now the sectional plane along
Outer pairs of levers move within inclined planes. Which the movable levers (segment levers and
It is further necessary to arrange the inter intermediary levers) are moving is rotated about
40

55
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65.

mediary levers in Such a way that like applied
moments will result in every case for all levers.
This is attained, firstly, by positioning two respec
tive bearing points, of the bearings for the type
levers as well as of the bearings for the inter
mediary levers, at an even height above the base
plane, and Secondly, by placing Said bearing
points at an even distance from each other.

the axis A1-which is perpendicular to MO and
to all straight lines of the plane of the segment 55
bearing through M-through an angle s, the
Segment bearing will be intersected perpendicu
larly at A and the bearing for the intermediary.
levers obliquely at B. On the other hand the 60
Sectional plane, when rotated about the axis A2
perpendicularly to OO2 through C would meet
The arrangement of the type-lever operating the bearing for the intermediary levers at B.
mechanism permits an extremely simple construc The greater the angle e, the greater will be the

tion and the provision of a most advantageous

distance BB2. Practically this means that upon
bearing. It will therefore be possible to combine motion of the intermediary lever about B there
all bearing points for the type-lever operating Will arise displacing forces which would result
in greater friction and greater wear of the in
mechanism into a unitary structure made by cast termediary
lever. Depressing the outer key
ing, preferably by pressure casting, as may be seen

70 from Fig. 11.

In this manner I further attain
that all forces which may cause torsions or other

displacements within the general bearing ar

65

levers would require considerably greater forces. 70
than are necessary for depressing the middle

key-levers. Besides, the distance A-B and
rangement will be positively avoided and the sta thereWith the length of the intermediary levers
bility of the entire structure in no way impaired. would steadily increase with increasing angle e.
75 In order to permit easy assembling, the com If the intermediary levers shall remain of even

75

3.
2,039;99.
length, it will be necessary to give up the form ating therebetween must be alike, while the bear

of circular arc at the bearing for the intermedi

ings for the type-levers and the bearings for

ary lever. The distance A-B, however, is in this the intermediary levers should, if possible, be re
case heavily inclined.
En order to avoid the aforementioned forces

tained in the form of concentrical circular arcs,
reference being made to Figs. 3, -4a, 4b, 5 and 6.
tending to bring about displacement in the bear Compliance with these requirements in connec

ing for the intermediary levers at B the follow

5

tion with a serial manufacture of the several

ing should be considered, reference being had to parts and an assembling thereof into the com
O

5

Fig. 2:
B2 will co-incide with B at every value of the

angle e, if the plane of the bearing for the inter Writer.
mediary levers is raised through the line O2F
in connection with this the question arises,
through an angle ac1, so that the center-point through which angle at the plane of the bearing
M2 of the bearing for the intermediary levers of the intermediary levers must be rotated in
Will come to lie on the line MD.
order to have any desired Sectional plane around
If now the sectional plane MDEFAB is rotated
A1 se MD,
about the axis

As IMD
20

through the angle e, said axis will intersect
the Segment bearing at A and the bearing
of the intermediary levers at B.

Since M2

is on the line MD, now the sectional plane
25

pass also through B. The sectional plane, al
though now intersecting the bearing for the in
termediary levers no more perpendicularly at B,

a distance M2CF. This inclination, however,
30 ter
is insignificant, as the levers now may move,

DO = Do, +O.O. =

According to the theorem of the Sine the foll
lowing equation holds true:

o

Vcos or

sin (90°--a-x)= \
55

' ' r+d.coso.
+d)
- - -- - -

35

h' E AV= as BK.

(See Fig. 3.) The graphical solution follows

from Fig. 5.

The critical angle ac, for given values of r, d. ,
and ox, is constructed as follows: Make O1O2sed,

2

of the respective model is used. Draw a perpen
dicular to O1M at O1 furnishing the point E'.
G1Es O1E is perpendicular to DO1 in the hori
ZOntal plane. The connecting line DE is the line
of intersection between the sectional plane and
the horizontal plane; on this line F must lie;
F likewise lies on the line erected perpendicularly

to O1O2 at O2.

according to this principle, therefore, no forces

is perpendicular to the plane of the segment bear
ing, MD is likewise perpendicular to all straight
lines of the segment plane through M, that is
not only perpendicular to MO1 but also perpen
dicular to MAE. Upon backward rotation of the
Sectional plane through the line MD now MA will

tal plane, so that the connecting members which
transmit motion of the intermediary ever to the

type-lever are all of a different size. The dif
ferences, however, are no more as great as with
the arrangement according to Fig. 1. Thus the
question arises, whether by further increase of
70 the angle ac1 it will be possible that the equation
ABs. O1O=d remains to be true and that AB

at the same time is positioned horizontally.

From the point of manufacture, therefore, it
15 all intermediary levers and all members oper

is required that not only all type-levers but also

AS

5.

The Sectional plane is now rotated backward

through the angle e. As

the distance AB becomes greater than O1O2=d,
the outer intermediary levers would have to be
made longer than the middle ones, the distance
AB, besides, being inclined towards the horizon

5

s

e.

In Fig. 2 the angle ac1 is in agreement With the
angle ac1 in Fig. 5. In a typewriter constructed
tending to produce displacement would arise
at B, and the intermediary levers move without
friction in B, as M2B is perpendicular to the cir
cular arc. However, as With increasing anglese
60

With given r, d and .cx, intersect the two bearings
and that AB remains always parallel to the hori
Zontal plane. This means further that the
height, hl of A above the horizontal base plane
is equal to the height his of B. above said plane;

+d

sin (90°-c-31) : sin (90-a) =DO2:MgO2.
50

15

So that the equation: AB=O1O2=d holds true

Without forces tending to produce displacement protract the angle or at O1 and measure OMr.
acting thereon, within the same plane, both, A line drawn at M perpendicularly to MO1 will
With respect to M and with respect to M2.
intersect the line OiO2 at D.
In calculating the angle ac, from the triangle
MD = A
DO2M2 with the aid of the triangle DO1M the
following equations are obtained: (see also is the axis of rotation for the present sectional
Fig. 5):
plane within which the movable levers move.
Protract the angle of rotation e at M. In the
M2O2=r--d
drawing at first the greatest angle of rotation

angle M2DO2=90°-c.
angle DM2O3=180°-(90°-a--ac1) =90°-c-aci
45

10

MDEF will intersect the plane of the bearing
furthermore, Will be parallel to EF and
for the intermediary evers along M2CF and AB,
thereWith again
will now be somewhat inclined towards the cen

40

plete typewriter will result in an incredible sim
plification and extremely small price of the type

As IMD
55

COne to lie on MO1,
ME's ME

(DEo=DE giving the point Eo as a control), MDEo
being the true shape of the triangle. The per
pendicular

is now displaced a distance D parallelly to
h'2=h'1; Joko=d. By this We find B, so that AB

is equal to d and parallel to the base plane. If
now FoD is made equal to DF, FoB will furnish
the intersecting line of the sectional plane with
the plane of the bearing for the intermediary
levers,

75

4
This intersecting line FoB meets

2,039,991

IMD EA

at S. The connecting line SO2 is now at the

O

desired angle ac with O1O2. On SO2 lies the point Generally the following equations hold true:
M3 (so that O2M3=d--r) as well as the point T
through which passes the intersecting line of the
r
two bearing planes.
FK COScosa 8
cos o. cos 8 -We now further draw in Fig. 6 the plane of the
bearing for the intermediary levers which plane
- -

is raised through the angle ac. From Fig. 5 We
find the finite lines: M3O2=d--r, O2Fperpendicu

larly thereto, and O2S and FoS2FS. Now We lay
of FB-FoB On FS and thus obtain B. For
5

retained in the form of the concentrical circular

As M3S has a length of Only a few millimeters,

20

25

d

r

d

(c. -r). sin (p
COS i-d+(c. -r). cos p

(14) tg:= h i =

-

-

- -

DS

the circular arc round M3 With the radius (r--d).

The principles followed in the drawings will

and angles:

35

(1)
(2)
40 (3)

DO = COS

angle SDO2=90°-a are given.

. . . . .

(a) Calculation from the opposite side SO2=S
according to the theorem of the cosine:

(b) Calculation of a according to the theorem

ME = COS

Of the sine:

e

sin ac: Sin (90-ox) =DSO2S

IMD = r. tagay

lar three-dimensional Corner at D, referenc
being made to Figs. 4d. and 4b.
cos e = cot g(90°-p). cot ga(Neper's rule)
tgsp = tiga. COs e

(5)

OE=rtge

(6)

tg8 = O E r. tge = tige. COS or COS on
DO, r
cot ge

40

sin x= DS. sin (90- a)

OS

If it be assumed that in a certain model the di

mensions for r, d and a be r=50 mm., d=44.5 mm.,
and ox-34, the numerical calculation for e=54
Will give an angle ac=19°41', and for e=27 an
angle ac=20°36'; the mean value obtained by cal
culation for the critical angle of inclination ac is
therefore in agreement With the construction ac
mately 20°.

55

ple on account of the insertion of the metrical
Values d=AB; Such an expression, however, is not
necessary after having ascertained that the con
Struction according to Fig. 5 and the above given
calculation for different angles e will furnish the

cos or Cot ge. cot g(90-8)
COS c.

cote

OF= Do.tga=(+ d) tas
DE-P9.
cos 8

Sane DS and the same angle ac.

70

against the base plane, if from the point of manu
to have all type-levers, all intermediary levers

. cos ov. cos 8

5

65

facture the maximum requirement is made viz:

DO (e.cos +d)
-4cos 6
&

and all intermediary operating members of even
Size and the bearing points (A and B, Fig. 5) al
Ways positioned at an even height above the base 70

D Fs-as-S

AE=ME-MA= COS
(11) EJ = AE. cos p=(ME-MA). cosp=

(10)

60

The plane for the intermediary levers must
- therefore be inclined by this critical angle ac

r

(9)

50

-

It is also possible to calculate the angle ac from
the corner at F (acute or obtuse angled spherical
triangle). To find a general expression for sin ac

COS dy

85 (8)

45

cording to Figs. 5 and 6 and amounts to approxi

The same relation follows from Figs. 4a and 4b. which shows the independence from e is not sim

(7)

30

s2=DS2--DO22-2DS. DO. cos (90°-cr)

cy

tge=E=-e-= tgo. Cose
The same relation follows from the rectangu

55

25

-

(16) Calculation of the critical angle from the
triangle DSO2 in which now DS, DO2 and the

; (4)

50

DF.sinsin5 :

5

- - -

the intersecting line SBF is only little different
from MaB, that is SB is nearly perpendicular to
(15) Calculation of DS from the triangle DSF
the bearing for the intermediary levers and the in which DF (Equation 9), 8 and 90'- p, and
displacing forces shown in the first part (Fig. therewith the third angle a=180°- (8-1-90- p)
1) are only very small.
may be found.
If the construction is repeated for Smaller
(DSDF-sin i: sin a (theorem of the sine)
angles e the same point S is obtained on MD
also furnish, with the aid of Figs. 5, 3 and 4d.
and 4b, the calculation of the critical angle ac.
At first we calculate Some auxiliary finite lines

45

r

COS i-d+(c. -r). cos p

and therewith the same angle ac and again B on
30

0.

-

cos scos CY COS it (c. e r). cos (e d=

tunately, the circular arc round M3 with the
radius M3O2=r-d also passes through B, that is
the bearing for the intermediary levers may be
aC.

r

(c. -). cos 4 dos cos

r

-

Cose

plane, and in addition to obtain like torques for
each aggregate of the type-lever operating mem
bers and uniform composition of each of said.
aggregates.
Reference is now made to Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10. 75

5
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If one of the aforementioned maximum require
ments can be neglected, there may be maintained,
for instance, the requirement of all intermediary
levers being of like length in which case, how
ever, the bearing point B2 in Fig. 7 can no more
lie at the same height above the base plane and
the bearing for the intermediary lever Will now
have to be of an elliptical form and the plane of
the bearing for the intermediary levers be raised
through an angle ac2 against the base plane. This
construction is carried out in Figs. 7 and 8. AS
far as to finding the point Fo the construction is
the same as in Fig. 5. If for the bearing for the
intermediary levers, for instance, the form of an
elliptical arc O2B2, Fig. 8, is prescribed, the point
B2 is found as point of intersection between the
circular arc round. Fo with the radius FoE2 and
the circle round O1 with the radius d=OO2 and

25

30

50

mediary levers will be a concentrical circular arc.

If the aforementioned maximum requirement can

be neglected, the form of said bearing will be
changed to follow an elliptical arc, simultaneously
therewith changing the angles of inclination.
I claim:

1. In a typewriter, in combination with inter
mediary levers and type levers, bearings for the
intermediary levers, circular segment bearings
for the type levers in a plane at an agle with the
base plane of the typewriter, said bearings for

Assuming that the bearing for the intermediary
levers have the form of an elliptical arc, as
shown in Fig. 10, With a view of obtaining Small

O

the intermediary levers being positioned on a

curve which is geometric with respect to the circle
of the bearings for the type levers, said curve
being in a plane at an angle between the same

15

and the base plane Smaller than the angle be

upon the prolongation FOB2 the point S2 on the tween the plane of the circular segment bearings
axis of rotation MD and therewith S2O2 and the for the type levers and the base plane, Said
angle of inclination ac2 appertaining thereto. In smaller angle bearing Such relation to the first
the opposite way, for a given angle of inclination, angle that the bearings for the intermediary
for instance ac3 in Fig. 7, there may be found the levers are substantially equidistant from the
point S3, thereupon B3 and the form of the ellip bearings of the type levers and are positioned at
tical arc in which the bearing point for the in substantially the same heights above the base
termediary levers must be positioned.
plane as the corresponding bearings for the type
If, therefore, the above requirement of even leverS.
height of corresponding bearing points A and B
2. In a typewriter, the combination of inter
be dispensed with, the angle between the inter mediary levers with key levers and type levers,
mediary lever and the type-lever for the outer bearings for said intermediary levers, a type lever
key-levers Will be a different one and the torques - segment for pivotally mounting said type levers,
likewise essentially different. If, on the other said type lever segments being arranged in a
hand, the requirement of even height of corre plane at an angle with the base plane of the type
sponding bearing points A and B be maintained,
like distances between Said bearing points and
thereWith like lengths of all intermediary levers
can no more be attained if the critical angle of
the circular arc of the bearing for the intermedi
ary levers is no more maintained.

40

and 6 and the explanations given in connection
therewith. In this case the bearing for the inter

20

25

30

writer, the bearings of said intermediary levers

being arranged at predetermined distances from

35

the coordinate pivots of the type lever Segment
and being positioned on a curve in a plane at an
angle between the same and the base plane
Smaller than the angle between the plane of the
type lever segment and the base plane.
3. In a typewriter, the combination as set forth
in claim 2, in which the curve on which the bear

height and compact construction of the type ings of said intermediary levers are positioned
Writer, from Fig. 9, similar to Fig. 5, the point F has the form of a circular arc.
may be obtained. The circle round Fo with the
4. In a typewriter, the combination of pivot
radius FB intersects the parallel line AoE30 at the ally mounted type levers, with pivotally mounted
point B4. FoB4 meets the axis of rotation MD intermediary levers adapted to actuate said type
at the point S4. S4O2 will now furnish the re levers, the pivots of said type levers being ar
spective angle of inclination of the plane of the ranged on a circular curve in a plane at an angle
bearing for the intermediary levers. In the Op a between the same and the base plane of the
posite way, for a given angle of inclination the typewriter the pivots of said intermediary levers
respective elliptical arc may be found from FigS. 9 being arranged. On a circular curve in a Second

50

and 10. This solution has the disadvantage that plane which is also positioned at an angle to the
the intermediary levers will be of increasing base plane of the typewriter, this last named
length in outward direction with the result that angle a being calculated in accordance With the 55
the torques will become less favorable. Fig. 10 following formular
shows in addition that the forces tending to pro
DS. sin (90°-cy)
duce displacements as shown in Fig. 1 Will in
sin x=

crease. With greatest compactness of the type

60

Writer and regarding compensation of the torques
will be obtained, if for a given inclination of the

plane of the type-lever bearing, and for given

65

OS

lever operating members a maximum of sim in which DS is the distance between the center
plicity in the general construction of the type of the intermediary levers curve in said second
lengths of the type-levers and of the intermedi
arylevers the inclination of the plane of the inter
mediary levers (critical angle at in Fig. 5) is calcul
lated and constructed in accordance With FigS. 5

plane and the point of interSection of the axis
(A1, Fig. 3) in the center of the type lever's curve
With the plane of the intermediary lever's curve,
Said axis extending vertically to the plane of the
type lever's curve, while O2S is the length of the
radius of the intermediary lever's curve.
OTTO HAAS.
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